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ABSTRACT

The emergence of next-generation communications and computing paradigms such as edge computing has made distributed learning, a multinode machine learning system designed to improve performance, increase accuracy, and scale to larger input data sizes, increasingly popular in emerging applications. Depending on the level of user privacy protection, distributed learning can be categorized into centralized learning, where users upload all data to a central server, distributed learning with the exchange of model parameters, where users reveal model parameters to other users or the server, and distributed learning with the exchange of soft-decisions, where users only need to exchange distilled knowledge with each other. While different learning systems offer distinct advantages and encounter specific challenges, security and efficiency are crucial and common challenges in designing distributed learning systems. This thesis begins by exploring security threats in distributed learning and subsequently focuses on two representative frameworks, federated learning and distributed distillation, each providing different levels of privacy guarantees. New designs are proposed to enhance the efficiency and security of these learning frameworks.